
Editing Pure and Simple

Pixelmator
iOS9+ $4.99
An app that’s designed just for Apple, editing, includes layers and 
selections and transformations\ tools

Qwik
Android 2.3.3+, iOS6+, free
crop, insert text, add effects
great for beginners, full version comes at a minimal price

Colour Effect Photo Editor
Android 2.3 or later, free
editing, add text, vignettes and focus blurs to your pictures, filters
creates great collages

Instasize
Android 4.0+, iOS7.1+, free
boasts professional finishes, filters are good quality, can save to high 
resolution

Filterstorm Neue
iOS7+ $5.49
photo edit, brushes and masking tools, creative effects and blending

Little Photo
Android 1.6+, free
pretty basic editing, keeps it minimal but easy to use

Aillis or LINE
Android 2.0+, iOs7+, free
has filters, brushes and text good quality editing 
tools

Snapseed 2.0
Android 2.0+, iOS7+, free
sophisticated editor, can swipe on your device to 
make quick edits, offers pinpoint precision, set 
markers to fix certain areas, range of filters, easy to 
use with powerful results

Autodesk Pixlr
Android 2.0+, iOS5+, free
mobile version of online app, great edits and effects tool for fine-tuning, 
sharpness, colour or red-eye as well as overlays, borders, double expo-
sures
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Mextures
iOS7+,  $2.79
cross between Photoshop and Instagram, great filters, layers, textures, 
film grain, blend modes and opacity, user-friendly
one of the fastest editors amongst all the apps

PicsArtPhoto Studio
Android, iOS, free
apparently the #1 photo editor, collage, capture the image through the 
app, create digital drawings, photo montages, hundreds of tools, filters 
and effects, text, sticker and image overlays
also a community/sharing app including collaborative editing when you 
tag your image with #freetoedit, also share on various social media 

VSCO
Android 4.0+, iOS, free
great editing tools and sharing platform with the photography community, 
curate your collection and follow other photographers
Streamline your workflow by selecting photos to sync and edit across 
devices
Exposure, Temperature, Contrast, Crop, Straighten, Fade, Vignette, and 
more
Copy and Paste your edits to make for faster editing
Upgrade for Pre-sets
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